DATA & GRAPHING

HANDS ON LESSONS & ACTIVITIES FOR THE PRIMARY GRADES!
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GRAPHING:
OBJECTIVES:

A

B

C

Students will be able to:
• Collect data accurately.
• Organize data using different types of
graphs.
• Compare and analyze data shown on
different graphs.

GRAPHING:
•
LESSONS:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Block graphs
Data Collection
Spin-&-Graph
Cups of Counters
Class Graphs
Data/Graphing task cards
Practice pages

LESSON
1.

BLOCK GRAPHS

This is a fun, simple way for students to begin collecting data and showing their results by creating a bar graph. The
hands-on activity is fun with partners, in a small group, or for students to complete by themselves! I make bags of
connecting cubes and students sort and stack them by color to create a graph. Then, students can complete the
paper graph and questions.

TIPS

•
•

This lesson can be completed many times with different bags of blocks – my students never seem to tire of this one!
During my modeled lesson I am sure to show that the bottom blocks of each color need to start at the same place, just like on the paper
graph.

LESSON
2.

DATA COLLECTION

During this lesson, my students get a chance to be surveyors and collect data from their classmates. Students work
with a partner to come up with a question they want to know the answer of and create a tally chart, then bar graph
to show their results. On collection day, one partner walks around with the class list and checks that every student’s
answer has been recorded and the other student makes the tally chart of responses!

•

TIPS

•
•

In my first grade class, this has always been a 2 day lesson – one day we collect the data with a tally chart and the next day we make our
graphs and present them to the class. I have my students make their graphs on a blank piece of paper.
During my modeled lesson we brainstorm questions with 2 answers that we can ask the class. I make sure to emphasize that the question
should be difficult and produce a good mix of answers. For instance, “Do you like pizza, yes or no?” will likely get 90% yes for an answer. A
better question might be “Which type of pizza do you like more, cheese or pepperoni?”
Since going around and collecting data can be hectic with all students moving around at once – I split the class into two groups. While half the
class is collecting data, the other half are at a math center (block graphs works great). When they are finished, the groups switch.

LESSON
3.

SPIN-&-GRAPH

These are some simple spin and graph cards with recording sheets for students to practice collecting, graphing and
interpreting data. Students follow the directions on the spin cards, create a tally chart, then graph the data and
answer the questions.

LESSON
4.

CUPS OF COUNTERS

This activity lets students practice different ways to show data using simple yellow and red 2-sided counters. I put a
bunch of counters in a cup and students shake the cup and dump the counters out. They can choose to show their
data using a tally chart, a bar graph, or a pictograph. They will put their counters back in and repeat 2 more times
until all they show data 3 different ways.

TIPS

•
•

During my modeled lesson, I review how to make all three graphs while teaching them how to play.
I complete this lesson when my students already have been exposed to the graphs so at this stage I just put out half sheets of paper for
students to create their own graphs from scratch (like above). The next page provides a bit more guidance if you choose to use that instead.

LESSON
5.

CLASS GRAPHS

The following pages are simple graphing sheets I make copies of and have students complete after we create class
graphs with post-its on the board. This 10 minute warm up let’s my students practice sharing their opinions and
interpreting data at the same time!

TIPS

•
•
•

Each student gets a post it and they write their name on it before adding it to the class graph.
After the class graph is made, students copy the information to their personal sheets and answer the questions.
This is a great time to review labels and titles of graphs as well as to show students how to make a bar graph from scratch.

DATA & GRAPHING TASK CARDS

These task cards are simple ways to have students practice data collection and graphing. I generally have my
students complete these tasks on a blank piece of paper or in their math journals as each task is different.

PRACTICE PAGES

These are some paper and pencil pages to have students practice graphing and data collection. These are also great
for homework pages.

